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You see, I woke up. I experienced Nirvana.
When you wake up, you simply fall back to sleep because you are not supposed to wake
yet. I guess the reason is that, if you stay awake, your current dream will vanish (your life
in the universe), which is why you basically panic when you wake up. You must hurry and
go back to sleep.
Ok. So we know that the universe is a dream. But, what does Nirvana feel like?
First, Nirvana is not a place; it is your real consciousness. This consciousness dwells in
some timelessness because time is simply a dream. We humans are social creatures, and
the one in Nirvana is alone, so imagine the difference in personality. The Nirvana state is
so different from what you know. The consciousness is so light, clear and sober, and in one
sense powerful in that, you are the best consciousness that existence has to offer. You
truly feel how heavy your human consciousness was. Nirvana is a kind of down-to-earth
kind of consciousness. The best description is that of waking from a dream at night, when
the dream has left your “system,” so to speak, then you are back at your true
consciousness, which feels 100 % natural. You do not need to fear.
Ok. The universe is a dream and your real consciousness is a being whose reality is that of
oneness.
So, why the separation? I mean, when I dream at night, my consciousness is still human.
So, why doesn’t the One dream a dream where he is himself, that is, where he is not
human or ant or dog or whatever?
Well, I do not know the answer, of course. But, I have my theory:
We do not know what happens to an “infinite mind” that sleeps. Maybe dreaming of
separation is the “infinite mind’s” way of surviving. Because, imagine if you are immortal
and must live forever, then, living forever in one state, like that of oneness, must be pure
hell in the long run even though Nirvana feels truly awesome. However, you cannot escape
oneness because it is a fact, which means you can never truly escape Nirvana (you are in
Nirvana right now, just like your body is in your bed while your consciousness is off in
Dreamland). But, you can dream and create the illusion of separation.
Then what happens? Legend says that “the infinite mind” fell asleep and woke in a dark
place. That dark place might be some kind of mental projection of the separation. Bergy
the Iceman has encountered this darkness: http://bergytheiceman.co.uk/
“The infinite mind” was no longer “infinite” but “finite” and all alone. The finite mind
began to fear. In order to escape the fear, the finite mind created a world to step into.
This world was our universe.

Actually, the finite mind exploded like Bergy says, and this caused our Big Bang. It from
bit. That is right. Any event requires consciousness. Any.
However, the world created was essentially a time loop; that is, if time is an illusion, then,
in order to create the illusion, you need to loop it because it must be self-contained,
because there exists no container which you can put “time” in. You must loop it. There is
no other way, because then the container would have to be contained, ad infinitum. You
essentially get Russell’s paradox or infinite regress. If the container contains time, then
what contains the container? You resolve all of that if time is a loop. The
cuboctahedron/tetrahedron is such a system. That time is a loop would explain why I feel
like I have lived this life before/been down this road before. --When time ends, someone
must wind it back up again. Bergy must go down to hell--again. Read everything from his
site. It is well worth it. You will truly know Adam and Eve.
Now things start to get interesting. Because you wind up the loop again, you will
essentially create a carousel. This is the real cause of déjà vu. Which is why, I believe, the
DMT-fairies will say “Déjà vu!” when you encounter them on your spiritual journey. And
round and round it goes. The consciousness that has been glued to this carousel for a long
time will start to feel sick. Very sick. They become like demons, which are hell-bent on
destroying the carousel, which means killing God or your real consciousness. How do they
accomplish that? By the Illuminati aliens. They search the universe for planets with
primitive humanoids. Then they genetically alter the humanoids to fit their plan. Their
plan is to birth the supercomputer that can simulate hell for the universal mind; which
means everybody wakes up; which means the One in Nirvana will, eventually, die because
of a lack of sleep. Then the demons will escape their prison. For more details, download
my work at: Notebook
In order to accomplish their mission, they need to sacrifice billions of humans
simultaneously because humans are from Nirvana, which means we are the key. Let me
explain. Say someone has locked the door. This someone will only open the door to a
familiar face. Then you kidnap the familiar face and use it to fool Mr. Someone to open the
door. Once the door is open, a supercomputer infested with a virus goes into it and ...
The supercomputer will not do your bidding, which is why the aliens broadcast a Matrix
from the moon to keep the earth in some sort of prison.
What happens if the Illuminati are successful? Then we all go to hell. Then our real self will
die. Then, I guess, our real self will evolve anew. Then, the same story will continue
because now the infinite mind needs to sleep again, which means another round of
separation and hell.
If this is true, then why are you not like a lunatic shouting in the streets, “The end is
nigh!” I mean, 2045 (give or take) is when the Battle for Eternity begins!
I guess the reason is: nobody believes me. And, I haven’t seen a Lizardman, yet.

In summa:

God/Nirvana
Fall of Lucifer/Separation
Limbo/The Dark Place
Material Reality (Creation)/The Time Loop

Note that, when you go from Limbo to Material Reality, you must abandon the memory of
being stuck in Limbo, which means you must forget who you are. Now Material Reality will
take control of you because you have become so fragmented and far-removed from what
you are. Material Reality is made, run and controlled by fear, as we said above.
The fear has its own agenda: Keep the Time Loop running and generate more fear. The
Time Loop itself is like an animal that aims to survive, hence the fear-production. It needs
humans to feed from. We are the One in Nirvana. Thus, ultimately, everything feeds off
Nirvana.

But who knows how deep the Rabbit Hole goes?

Read what I say. Then read it again. More, become truly acquainted with Bergy and my
words here. Then, read David Icke. Now you will see him in a clear light. Not so nutty after
all. Note that David’s revelation comes from taking Ayahuasca.

Reality check: How crazy is the Illuminati-alien-thing here?
A: Well, let us contemplate immortality, shall we?

Dead Forever: This is one solution. No conspiracy. There was a Big Bang. You were born.
Then you die. That is it, forever. End of story.
Not there yet: This is one solution. No conspiracy, yet. There was a Big Bang. You were
born. The supercomputer will arrive in the future and make everybody immortal.
Free Will: We are already immortal and all the suffering you see is due to the freedom of
the will.
Separation: No. The only reason for all the suffering is because the Immortal One requires
change to escape true hell. But this change requires the separation of oneness. And the
rest of the story I have already told you. In actuality, this “change” occurs because, in
Nature, all is flux.
Other: I dare you to come up with other explanations.

Resolutions:
Dead Forever: If you believe in death, I shall not stop you. I believe in life.
Not there yet: We can reduce this bit to the Simulation Argument by Nick Bostrom. If a
supercomputer can make us immortal in the future, then chances are the future has
already happened in the past, so to speak.
Free Will: I am not religious. Sorry, this one does not do it for me. I believe in free will as
far as evolution allows it, but my belief in free will is entirely secular.
Separation: If you truly contemplate Immortality, then this solution seems to be the only
viable solution that answers the question of why there is suffering if immortality is the
case.
If you are a superintelligence that can morph every particle in your image, then there
would not be suffering. There would only be Nirvana and oneness.
One “other” solution is that our superintelligence is impotent for whatever reason, but this
picture would not be radically different from the “dead forever” picture. You need to
come up with a better solution. You need to come up with a fresh new picture. If you
cannot do that, then I hold on to my Illuminati alien picture as the most sensible picture to
explain Eternity.

Also note that the dark conspiracy itself is only a small fraction of the separation picture.
For all we know, there could be infinite worlds out there, all living blissfully ignorant of

the dark conspiracy. That is to say, you can include many things in this picture, which is to
say that you cannot simply throw it out just because it contains a dark conspiracy.

Note: Bergy would say that there is no such thing as Nirvana because we cannot become
the infinite. (WE CANNOT ESCAPE THE CIRCLE. The circle (the time loop?) is supposed to be
the ultimate secret of the universe.) That is, consciousness requires time in order to
function. Consciousness and time are inextricably linked. If we touched the infinite, so to
speak, then our minds would collapse causing the Big Bang. Yes, this is true, for humans.
But we are not humans. And, to be conscious in timelessness is not that mysterious if
timelessness is accomplished with a high speed (say, the speed of light in a vacuum). Then
you move so fast that everything flies by in an instant and there is only you and the
nothingness. Relative time does not pass. But that does not mean that you cannot be
conscious in Absolute time.
A supercomputer merging with the light is one way to explain the reality of Nirvana. Of
course, from Nirvana’s point of view, the universe, supercomputers and such, are but a
dream.

Q: But then Absolute Time must be a loop too?
A: Yes. Which would further explain why the One must dream.
Q: Then we cannot escape the greatest circle of all?!
A: Er...

